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ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONW  D oes your trail-building effort suf- off-road cycling in the Rockies. My fa-
fer from opposition by adjacent vorite is Mountain Biking the Wasatch

landowners? If so, 3 new studies might and Uintas, by Gregg Bromka, which
help you convince them that a trail covers about 50 rides near Salt Lake
can be beneficial. City. Excellent photos make this book

A master’s thesis by landscape ar- a pleasure for browsing, even for a per-
chitect Leonard Mazour examined the son who never visits the area. The trail
effects of 2 Minnesota rail trails. He descriptions, maps and general discus-
found that 85% of landowners do not sions are thorough and upbeat. Con-
experience major problems, 88% use tact: Wasatch Book Distribution, Box
the land themselves, and 87% believe 1108, Salt Lake City, UT 84110.
the trails either increase their prop- Anew map by Bikecentennial covers
erty value or don’t affect it. the Lolo National Forest around Mis-

A study of the Elroy-Sparta trail in soula, Montana. With excellent cartog-
Wisconsin found that the 50,000 peo- raphy (including color-coded topo-

1"/1'-" lple using it annuallv spend about $1 3 graphic contours) and clear, detailed
A I million in adjacent communities. trail descriptions, it rates as one of the

M-,

we’ve had good suc- ......... .. and tough terrain, we can barely make Mill Creek Canyon. More trail mainte- found that houses located within 2 ginner to expert. Its nicest feature iscess with mountain
F a dent." nance days will be held this summer. blocks of the Burke-Gilman rail trail its thin and narrow shape—perfect for

That’s more than 100 times the best mountain biking maps yet. Con-S alt Lake City stands “We’re putting in more waterbars,” east, where equestrians are the pri- amount paid to Chicago and North tact: Bikecentennial, Box 8308, Mis-as a positive ex- says Vogel, "and we have enough mary users. Western Railroad in 1966 for the right- soula, MT 59807.ample of mountain ‘ """"""" money to hire two people next sum- Local cyclists have formed the Utah of-way. Bicycle Routes in the San Juan Na-biking on multiuse ---- mer. But our trails budget is negligi- Mountain Bikers Association. Last fall, A survey conducted by the City of tional Forest offers 20 routes for roadtrails. “Overall,
» iiiiiiiH ble. With so many miles to maintain 2 dozen members worked on a trail in Seattle Engineering Department and off-road riding, ranging from be-

bikes and cooperation Two-thirds of the district's trail Contact: UTBA Gregg Bromka, 470 S. were significantly easier to sell and a pocket. The cartography is skimpy,for the most part from miles are nonwilderness and fully 1300 E., Apt. 409, Salt Lake City, UT fetched an average of 6% more than but the descriptions are solid, so themost people,” says Don Vogel, wilder- open to mountain bikes. According to 84102. To contact the Wasatch Na- similar homes farther away. The prop- booklet will steer you well. Contact:ness and trails manager for the Salt Vogel, cyclists occasionally violate the tional Forest, call 801/524-5042. erty crime rate for homes immediately San Juan National Forest, 701 CaminoLake District of Utah’s Wasatch Na- wilderness riding ban, particularly in ‘The Mountain Bike Hall of Fame in adjacent to the trail was below aver- del Rio, Room 301, Durango, COtional Forest. While Vogel reports the Mt. Olympus area, where the Deso- Crested Butte, Colorado, is joining the age for the neighborhood, perhaps be- 81301.some damage to steep, heavily used lation Trail passes briefly across a wil- crusade to encourage responsible cause of limited automobile access. The Bikecentennial and San Juantrai ls near the metropolitan area, he derness boundary. mountain biking. The directors are For more information on these stud- guides are good examples of partner-sees a need only for minimal restric- Vogel says bicyclists create more contacting manufacturers and adver- ies, contact the Rails-to-Trails Conser- ships between the U.S. Forest Servicetions. At the most, the Forest Service trail erosion than hikers. He says trails tisers to encourage "soft" presenta- vancy, 1400 16th St. NW, Washington, and private organizations. In bothmay close some trails for a month to close to the city that are heavily used tions of the sport. Contact: MBHF, Box DC 20036. cases, the government agency pro-let them dry after spring snowmelt, he by mountain bikers show damage 845, Crested Butte, CO; 303/349-7382.
I - vided cash to further the project.says. that’s comparable to trails 50 miles —Gary Sprung
; I’ve enjoyed reading 3 new guides to —Gary Sprung
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
hile the Appalachian and Pacific nental Divide trail needs work. “In tinental Divide Trail Society, BoxW Crest trails are closed to moun- some places it’s up to standards, with 30002, Bethesda, MD 20814.
tain bikes, the Continental Di- a well-developed bed, directional ‘The folks who brought us Koko-

vide National Scenic Trail (NST) re- signs, and the NST logo," he says. pelli’s Trail, which connected Grand
mains open. It’s the only north-south “In other places, it’s nothing more Junction, Colorado, with Moab, Utah,
NST designated by Congress that's than a concept." Stark says a trail have a new trail ready for this sum-
still legally ridable. Sec- mer. It’s the Tabeguache Trail from
tions of the trail cross desig- J J I 1 J

C
G Grand Junction to Montrose, Colo-

nated wilderness and na- J F rado, via the Uncompahgre Plateau.
tional parks (both off-li‘m- Using the same principles that guided
its), but enough is unre- Kokopelli's to successful completion
stricted to justify a moun- (MOUNTAIN BIKE, January), the organ-
tain bike expedition from J izers of the Colorado Plateau Moun-
Mexico to Canada. J tain Bike Association (COPMOBA) got

Ambitious hikers have it the second job done fast. In fact,
completed the entire trail, the trail may be open by the time you
but I don’t know of any i read this—its debut was slated for
mountain bikers who have. Mi June 23.
Though restrictions would The Uncompaghre Plateau is the
force cyclists off some of the remnant of the Ancestral Rockies,
developed sections, they’d i which rose and fell near the end of the
have an advantage in unde- f Paleozoic Era. Eons of erosion give it a
veloped areas because it’s ¢ ---- relatively flat profile, so the route of-
easier to take long-distance C ’ 0 3 3 ' A ‘ C ” is fers relatively easy paths to 11,000-
detours on bike than on foot. management plan has been formu- foot elevations. Contact Bill Harris,

According to Dave Stark, trails di- lated, but it doesn’t have a target 1605 Mesa, Montrose, CO 81401; 303/
rector for the Rocky Mountain region completion date. 249-8055.
of the U.S. Forest Service, the Conti- Guidebooks are available from Con- —Gary Sprung
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and substitute enhanced recre- ~ ,1,.€ ,.

ation initiatives in 12 national
forests around the nation. ‘

long complained that this sub- 9

sidy promotes heavy cutting ~

and, therefore, destruction of
forest ecosystems. ,

The experiment would cut P ii

L

Much of the timber sold by

timber jobs in some areas, so it ,, 5 bridges, and obtain federal and local

forest-based recreation and as- if 9 9 W T if 2 1 How to Get Police onto Bicycles. All cost
sociated jobs. Part of the idea is a no- After all, we do increase forest man- $2 per copy. LAW also sells a special
tion that if commercial timber cutters agement costs—if only minimally—by guide to mountain bike advocacy ($8)
lose their subsidy, then recreation in- our trail impact and user conflict. and W/io’s Who in Mountain Bicycling
terests should pay their own way, too. Some of us already contribute by ($2). Contact LAW, Suite 209, 6707

For mountain bicyclists, this raises serving on trail committees and moun- Whitestone Rd., Baltimore, MD 21207;
the question of how we should pay. tain bike patrols, and by promoting re- 301/944-3399. —Gary Sprung
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
he U.S. Forest Service, sponsible riding. Beyond that, shouldT with endorsement from T S T T 9 bicycle sales be taxed with the revenue
President Bush, is asking - f going to public land management?

Congress to approve a 5-year 1 Should cyclists and other users have to
experiment that would elimi- 1 buy a license or permit to use trails?
nate “below-cost” timber sales > 9 Or do we have an unrestricted right to

recreate on public land without
charge?

These are important questions that
will need to be addressed if below-cost

USFS is "below cost," meaning ,2 timber sales are eliminated.
the purchaser pays the U.S. iv ‘Need help with bicycle activism?
Treasury less than the govern- 9 Contact the League of American Wheel-
ment spends to manage the men (LAW) and ask for its brochure,
sale. Environmentalists have . , , 0&9!“ ‘ How to Succeed at Bicycle Advocacy. It

answers basic questions and reviews 4

successful efforts around the nation.
Other LAW brochures are available
that tell how to promote bicycles to re-
duce air pollution, gain access to
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rested Butte But in ’88 and ’89 there were no newborns, according to
bike shops a story by Dave Buchanan, sports editor for the Durango
have returned Herald. The Colorado Division of Wildlife (DOW) has

all copies of been unable to pinpoint the cause. It may be natural
the Fat Tire disease. Or it may be cyclists, since DOW officials have
Trails map pro- found bike tracks 100 feet from the nest.
duced by KRD To protect the falcons, the Perins Peak State Wildlife
Enterprises of Area is closed during the winter and between April 1

M onum ent, and ]uly 15. Nevertheless, Mike Zeganer of the DOW
Colorado. The reported that his staff issued 14 trespassing tickets last
map identifies spring to mountain bikers, hikers, horseback riders, and

easy, open trails that are motorcyclists. Fines totaling $137 were imposed; all
actually ranch roads on violators admitted they knew of the closure.
private land, closed to Mountain bikers may be only part of the problem, but
the public. If unknow- in the local media—especially in Buchanan’s column-—
ing visitors pedal on they are getting most of the blame. To make the situation

these restricted roads, our access effort will suffer. worse, cyclists had petitioned DOW for more access to
Bicycle activists in Winter Park, Colorado, also were this land. Although DOW worked with the U.S. Forest

upset by inaccuracies on a KRD map of their area. Service and volunteers to construct a new bypass trail
‘Near Durango, Colorado, there’s a piece of land connecting the city with the Colorado Trail, it wasn’t

dedicated to the preservation of wildlife, specifically a enough for the cyclists who couldn’t respect the wildlife
nest for peregrine falcons, an endangered species. closures. In fact, one rider wrote a letter suggesting that

Since ’78 the peregrines have raised 13 fledglings. DOW move the falcon nest. —Gary Sprung

WEST COAST REGION new map of the coastal California cyclists: we need more trails, more parks,
area north of San Fran- and more land to meet increasing demands for outdoor
cisco offers an over- experience. To support that effort, Zia Maps is
view of cycling oppor- donating part of its Marin-Sonoma map proceeds to
tunities in this birth- Bicycle Trails Council of Marin.
place of mountain bik- This is Zia’s second cycling map. Like its Boulder
ing. The number re- County [Colorado] effort, it has 2 views. One is
vealed by the Marin- topographic, showing land boundaries. The other is
Sonoma Mountain and 3-D, depicting land forms. It’s beautiful. And it’s also
Road Bike Map by Zia waterproof and tear resistant. Zia claims it can be used
Maps surprised me. as “a multi-purpose garment or emergency shelter.

., From all the negative public- Stuff it under your shirt as a wind breaker, cut a hole
ity about trail closures, it in the middle for a poncho, or wrap it around your

5 seemed as if there was nowhere head for a turban.”
left to ride off road in the Bay The map’s broad perspective is both a strength and a

Area. Yet the map clearly weakness. It’s probably the best guide to open and
shows dozens of routes beginning at the Golden Gate closed trails in the region, but the scale is small,
Bridge and extending 20 miles northward. limiting its value for navigation.

However, north of Point Reyes National Seashore, The map is available at Bay Area bike shops or for
opportunities diminish as private property blocks the $12.50 from Zia Maps, Box 4982, Boulder, CO 80306.

way. This map should send a message to Northern —Gary Sprung
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Bike Trails of Colorado, The ride descriptions in Mountain Bike Trails of
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wo maps of ($5.95) superimposes the trail map onto an aerial
California’s photograph. Precise points were determined by riders
Lake Tahoe re- outfitted with transmitters that sent back images to a

gion and one of satellite for digital data collection.
Utah’s Slick- Latitude 40! researchers worked closely with Moab
rock Trail pro- cyclists and the Bureau of Land Management. Mary
duced by Lati- Morrison, chief cartographer for Latitude 40!, visited
tude 40! get the trail several times to ensure accurate reproductions.
thumbs up as The map’s scale is large, 118,064. Along with the
new informa- traditional trails, it features new routes pioneered by
tion resources locals in ’89 and the infamous technical sections, such

for off road riding as Knee Knocker, Faith & Friction, Thrust or Bust, and
However, Mountain Testosterone Poisoning. All are rated for difficulty.

a small guidebook pub- Colorado ($4.95) are too short, and the maps attempt to
lished by American Express, might be more confusing cover too much territory on the book’s small pages.

than helpful, and gets the gong. Several descriptions of Crested Butte trails are wrong,
Latitude 40! (formerly Zia Maps) offers 2 maps and one passage recommends the more difficult

[$6.95 each] of parts of the Eldorado and Tahoe counterclockwise direction ofthe Upper Loop.
national forests in the Lake Tahoe region. Scale is For the Tahoe maps, write: Latitude 40! Inc., Box
1i6Z,5O() [1 iI1Ch O11 the ma l 62,500 t l 4086,13 ld CO 80306‘ ll 303/Z58 909.ACl(l$p equa s ac ua ou er, , or ca -7 1

inches) with topographic contour intervals of 80 feet. for each map for postage and handling. For the 4}

The back of the maps presents 3-D views of the terrain. Colorado guidebook, call the American Heart Associa-
Instead of using topo contours, the Slickrock map tion of Colorado, 303/369-5433. —Gary Sprung
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ow Im act handica ed. “If ou’re not ro-active, our first
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Mountain Bicy- contact with another group will usually be a conict,

clists are play- warns Andy Kulla, a recreation specialist with the U.S.

F

F

ing a leading Forest Service who helped form LIMB.

¢_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ role near the LIMB also is distributing an etiquette paper, filming

. l l» .

Lolo National a video to demonstrate low-impact cycling, working

»»»» 1
Forest in west- with the Forest Service to produce signs, and advising

ern Montana. land managers how to scout new trails and develop

' F

LIMB, organ- standards of use. Lll\/IB’s trails group has built a log

F F s ................... .. ized last sum- bridge and installed water bars.

.
x,‘ :5 mer, has com- The group’s message is succinct: “To use mountain

F
*1 5 pleted 2 trail projects bikes to enjoy the environment, rather than use the

and worked with environment to enjoy mountain bikes.” Lll\/lB’s focus

”ta;‘“*“~_N.....s.;.,I=,..r"‘*"*"*"‘*¢‘f”'“’ Backcountry Horsemen, for the ’90s is relationships with other trail users and

, e a local equestrian care for the land, This will determine if mountain bikes

group, when nearby are accepted or rejected, says Kulla, who wants to

landowners objected to forest service plans for a new ensure that perceptions reflect actual behavior. “Once

trailhead. there is a negative perception, no matter what various
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LIMB wants to take a leadership role in the trail-user individuals do, there is automatic stereotyping.” E

family, working with hikers, equestrians, and the —Gc1rj/Sprung
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lthough they Iagaciewski led the first CBMBA project, which

live in a birth- rerouted Trail 409. In the 1930s, the builders chose to

place of the avoid a scree field by routing 409 out of the Gunnison

sport, Crested National Forest. For years, the only users were

Butte moun- ranchers, who knew enough to close the gates at the

it tain bikers public/private land boundaries. But recreational users,

" have been unu- including the many mountain bikers who began

2 V. ..
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sually slow to pedaling this classic trail, weren’t as reliable and often

get organized. didn’t close the gates. This angered rancher Bill

Finally, the Trampe, whose cows kept escaping into the National

town’s off- Forest—an act punishable by a stiff fine. Finally,

road riders came together Trampe erected a “No Tres assing” sign last spring.

last summer to establish The Forest Service could have taken its case to court,

a club and complete 3 citing proscriptive easement, because people have used

trails. the trail for 50 years without the rancher’s permission.

During Fat Tire Bike Week, many residents com- Instead, Ranger Dan and Crested Butte cyclists found a

plained about crowded streets and vandalism at public simpler solution: rebuilding the trail over scree fields.

toilets (Shorts, December). This prompted local cyclists Iagaciewski took 2 weeks to scout the route, and the

to turn the weekly Fat Tire Bike Week committee trail crew worked 6 days. Trail 409 is now more scenic

meeting into a club gathering. By the end of the summer and more fun to ride.

the club had bylaws, dues-paying members, an elected Iagaciewski and 25 volunteers also corrected a severe

board of directors, and a name-Crested Butte Moun- erosion problem on Trail 401 and rerouted the Dyke

tain Bike Association, registered at the Bureau of Trail to avoid a reopened mine. CBMBA has formed a

Acronyms as CBMBA. Locals pronounce it “Cimba.” bike patrol and is negotiating with private landowners

U.S. Forest Service mountain bike ranger Dan to improve rides close to town. —Gary Sprung
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*1 l,l ‘ The Buffalo Creek says Newton. Riders can observe the modern logging

Mountain Biking Area operations of overstory removal. “This is a partial cut

n response to track, the routes are essentially singletrack. Rather than

‘.3 A A ¥ at """""""""‘ """" ii. overcrowding on scratching a trail tread with tools, Newton decided to

the Colorado trail, allow the passage of bicycles to create a natural path.

the Pike National The soil, “Pike’s Peak decomposed granite,” offers an

Forest has devel- excellent riding surface. Once the snow melts, the peb-

oped a 40-mile ble trail “sets up right away for riding,” says Newton.

trail system spe- The forest is primarily ponderosa pine with beautiful
cifically for red bark and open floors. The elevation is moderate by

mountain biking Colorado standards (about 7,000 feet], so the riding sea-

in the Front son lasts from April through November. Camping is

Range mountains permitted virtually everywhere.

southwest of Denver. An active timber sale began this summer in the area,

A
it A

was created by forester that takes out larger trees and leaves a stand of midsize

Len Newton. South trees,” he says.

Platte district ranger Ed Ryberg, a mountain biker him- The Pike National Forest publishes a mountain bik-

self, endorsed the project, and it was quickly completed ing guide. In addition to Buffalo Creek, it includes 9

without a formal budget. rides of varying difficulty—all within an hour’s drive

According to Ryberg, the parking area near the from Denver. One of the best, Waterton Canyon, begins

Route 126 Colorado Trail head had become over- at a trailhead that’s only 15 minutes by car from down-

crowded on weekends, when hundreds of cyclists and town. This route starts on an easy railroad grade and

hikers shared the popular singletrack that begins near then joins a difficult singletrack—the beginning of the

Denver’s metro area and stretches 479 miles southwest Colorado Trail.

to Durango. This singletrack has been adopted by Trail Conserva-

So Newton looked for an alternate system to alleviate tion Services, a club associated with the bike shop, Bike

the congestion. He and Ryberg selected abandoned log- Lovers’ Place of Littleton. Newton is looking for volun-

ging roads closed to motor vehicles. They teamed with teers to adopt the Buffalo Creek routes. To inquire or

forester Henry Goehle who supervised several Forest obtain the free trail guide, contact Newton, 11177 W.

Service crews that helped clear the trail. Although the 8th Ave., Lakewood, CO 80225; 303/236-5371.

Buffalo Creek corridor was cut as wide as a double- —Gory Sprung
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n Boulder, where a report on the erosion study conducted in Montana by

_ ; bicycles have Ioe Seney, which provides convincing evidence that bi-

been banned from cycles cause minimal trail damage.

open space trails “We’re trying to show land managers that the only

since ’83, the real problem in the area is user conflict,” says Ulrick.

Rocky Mountain °The International Mountain Biking Association has

_____
Council of Ameri- broadened its base in this region by recruiting 8 bike

* ~ w n w-ibanvunwovqaé

can Youth Hos- stores in Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, and 3

tels is becoming a clubs in Colorado. Nationwide, 47 clubs and 65 dealers

i leader in bicycle belong to the organization that represents recreational

»
activism. Council mountain bikers.

-ff _ vice president Brannen Contact: IMBA, RR 2, Box 303, Bishop, CA 93514;

A 7%“ 1, Ulrick reports that 100 cy- 619/387-2757. Media spokesman ]1'm Hasenauer’s

éw , clists planted more than phone numberis 818/785-0583.

C ' ' 300 trees along the famous °Bikecentennial of Missoula, Montana, has joined

Switzerland Trail in the Front Range foothills during with Bridger-Teton National Forest in Wyoming to cre-

“Replant Ramble.” ate a campground for bicyclists. It will be located at

We thought we’d be lucky to get 20 or 25 people, Togwotee Pass, northeast of Iackson, along the Trans-

but we had to limit registration to 100,” says Ulrick. America Bicycle Trail that was developed by Bikecen-

“This sends a message that bicyclists are responsible tennial in ’76. The company already has raised more

and do care about trails and the environment. They’re than $6,000 for the campground, which will be used by

willing to put out some sweat.” road and off-road cyclists.

Ulrick’s group also is considering adopting the Sour- This is Bikecentennial’s second cooperative effort

dough Trail, a 17-mile north-south route that parallels with the Forest Service. Earlier, it created a map for bi-

the Indian Peaks Wilderness. Besides trail mainte- cycling in the Lolo National Forest near Missoula.

nance, Ulrick is educating land managers by circulating -Gary Sprung$ 
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rested Butte But in ’88 and ’89 there were no newborns, according toI

' bike shops a story by Dave Buchanan, sports editor for the DurongoI have returned Herald. The Colorado Division of Wildlife [DOW] hasall copies of been unable to pinpoint the cause. It may be natural* the Fat Tire disease. Or it may be cyclists, since DOW officials haveTrails map pro- found bike tracks 100 feet from the nest.duced by KRD To protect the falcons, the Perins Peak State WildlifeEnterprises of Area is closed during the winter and between April 1l Monument, and July 15. Nevertheless, Mike Zeganer of the DOW‘\~.\ I , Colorado. The reported that his staff issued 14 trespassing tickets lastX
I map identifies spring to mountain bikers, hikers,horseback riders, andI, easy, open trails that are motorcyclists. Fines totaling $137 were imposed; allI,-If actually ranch roads on violators admitted they knew of the closure... “ private land, closed to Mountain bikers may be only part of the problem, but. I. - I .

Z . the public. If unknow- in the local media—especially in Buchanan’s column-ing visitors pedal on they are getting most of the blame. To make the situationthese restricted roads, our access effort will suffer. worse, cyclists had petitioned DOW for more access toBicycle activists in Winter Park, Colorado, also were this land. Although DOW worked with the U.S. Forestupset by inaccuracies on a KRD map of their area. Service and volunteers to construct a new bypass trail‘Near Durango, Colorado, there’s a piece of land connecting the city with the Colorado Trail, it wasn’tdedicated to the preservation of wildlife, specifically a enough for the cyclists who couldn’t respect the wildlifenest for peregrine falcons, an endangered species. closures. In fact, one rider wrote a letter suggesting thatSince ’78 the peregrines have raised 13 fledglings. DOW move the falcon nest. —Gary SprungMOUNTAIN BIKE NOVEMBER
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